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Demand for Integrated Performance, Availability and
Security IT Monitoring Helps AccelOps Achieve 250%
Growth

SANTA CLARA, CALIF. - July 17, 2012 - AccelOps, Inc., a pioneering developer of next
generation security, network, and data center monitoring software, today announced that it has
achieved 250% year-on-year growth for the quarter ended June 30, 2012. The company
continued to expand its customer base in the managed service provider segment and in the
education, healthcare, and financial services sectors. During the just ended quarter the company
also added its first customer in professional sports, and several new technology and retail
customers.
Customers chose AccelOps software over other solutions because it provides a unique unified
"single pane of glass" view for Security Information and Event Management (SIEM),
Performance and Availability Monitoring (PAM) that works across their entire IT infrastructure
–physical, virtual, on-premise, and cloud-based. This unified system is more effective, less
costly, and easier for network and security administrators to use because it can replace several
other point tools.
More information about AccelOps is available online at www.accelops.com.

About AccelOps
AccelOps provides a new generation of integrated security, network, and data center monitoring
and management software for dynamic and virtualized data centers. Based on big data scale-out
architecture and patent-pending distributed real-time analytics technology, AccelOps
automatically analyzes and makes sense of behavior patterns spanning server, storage, network,
virtualization and applications to rapidly detect and resolve problems. AccelOps works across
traditional data centers as well as private and hybrid clouds. Its unmatched delivery of real-time
and proactive security and operational intelligence allows organizations be more responsive and
competitive as they expand the IT capabilities that underpin their business. For more
information, visit www.accelops.com. Follow AccelOps on Twitter: @accelops and blog:
http://www.accelops.com/blog/.
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